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About This Game

Oncoming Death is a round based game like Call of Duty.
The undead will find you.

Believe me find the way out.

-Earned points are required for the purchase of weapons and ammunition.
-Play as many rounds as possible to buy better weapons.

-Parts will help you to escape from the dark land "Circle of Death"
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Best game ever omg. In a Nutshell, this game is absolutely fantastic, the physics, the graphics, the car list, and the career,
imagine SEGA Rally, but refreshed with absolutely gorgeous graphics and newer cars! (Obviously this game is Arcade, but it
does have some tuning elements like stiffing the suspension of a car or making it softer, etc etc...) i'm gonna go on about the
pros and cons of this game:
Pros:
-Really good graphics
-Lenghty but fun career
-Hard but fun difficulty
-Great choices for car list, even though some legendary cars are missing (Like the Suzuki Escudo, the Audi Quattro, etc)
Cons:
-Really low playerbase
-Very very overpriced
-Story very cheesy
I would recommend that you buy this game when its on a discount, or maybe make the price lower, but honestly, I don't regret
paying full price, it was worth every penny. its a phone game ported to pc, you get what you expect. Disciples, Sacred Lands.
Interesting, very old game. Same type of game as Heroes of Might and Magic, really, except instead of running hero faces into
things to claim them as yours, every city you take expands a land of influence that takes gold mines and magic crystals for you.
Unlike most old games, it doesn't suffer from horrific UI (looking at you, X-COM) though that is probably lent to by its
simplistic nature.. A really great Roguelike even though it still is in Early Access. It's just challenging enough to not get
frustrating and it also got a lot of variety.. As Choice of Games go, I thought this one was rather straightforward, but still
enjoyable. It felt pretty clear to me how your influence directly leads to the end path you choose; nothing was too confusing or
hidden. That being said, I still think there's good replay value. Not only can you play for different endings or work with
different factions, even changing your base Genius alters the playthrough a good bit. I liked the settings and characters and I
would say the tasks were straightforward and not too difficult. Romance options were a bit basic, but still enjoyable. Overall, a
quality game :). Very crude. Due to FSX default aircraft limitations, ILS, VOR, AP, and ATC, kinda matters in a 747-400. The
mission architect could have at least set you up on a aligning VOR for approach, eg KANSAI mission (consult the landing
charts). When you look at knee board the mission details or landing plates have not been added, a bit lazy. $10 doesn't go far. It
is a bit like calling a dot to dot a sketch. Love the idea, there just needs to be more collaboration, like sell the missions bundled
to utilise proper Aerosoft style Airbus or Boeing to give better ILS, VOR and AP. If people are landing these missions in big
jets, very well done, its nothing like the real thing, you would make a great test pilot. I am aware of FSX limitations, it just isnt
"real world" enough for me. If you dont know what I mean, buy an add on A320 and learn the VOR \/ ILS landing in free flight
mode. VOR lines you up horizontally with the centre line, very oldschool, ILS Laterally and will autoland you depending on the
airport. Or just use VOR and fly in manual.
. Nice game like.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZTB7z4SP7wE
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RTX remastered inc yaay !!!. While I didn't recommend the main game of Dark, mostly because it just doesn't quite scratch an
itch other games do, I strongly advise against getting the DLC.

The promise of new opponents and a new boss are hugely overblown, the entire thing is essentially a challenge map in a dark
dank crypt with repurposed enemies from the main game, and the "boss" does less than nothing special, and can be killed in the
same manner as all others.

If for some reason you desperately wanted more Dark, then this might be for you, but even then I'd still recommend Vampire
the Masquerade: Bloodlines over this poor-mans clone.. Dawn of Discovery Gold (The original including the Venice add-on) is
the American version of Anno 1440 AD Gold Edition which was released in Europe. The game is identical and I could find no
changes apart from the game title.

Graphics are well implemented and fully customizable to suit player's hardware and operating system environments. Sound is
atmospheric, NPC's are well vocalized and have convincing characterization, music is of good ambience and is non-intrusive.

There are four difficulty settings and the game supports both single player and multi-player. There are a number of campaign
missions with pre-defined victory conditions, and a sandbox mode for infinite play.

Starting conditions may vary significantly depending on difficullty settings and gameplay mode.

Essentially the player is tasked with exploring islands, establishing a colony, expanding the settlement and ensuring that
resources are acquired to meet the needs and demands of the colony.

The player can place fishing huts, lumber yards, mines, quarries and a variety of farms and manufacturing plants to generate
resources. Various facilities such as places of worship, fire departments and taverns will increase the safety and status of the
colony. As the game progresses additional storage and manufacturing and mining facilities become available.

The player can adjust tax rates and either approve or deny colonists access to building materials.

There are NPC's (Non-Player Characters) that will offer quests from time to time, these will usually be either fetch and deliver,
find and deliver (Zoom in on the town and find a person or persons), explore an island, escort a ship, or sink a ship. These
missions usually have a time limit and need to be completed before the time expires.

The islands are of two main types (Northern\/Occidental or Southern\/Orient). The resources that can be cultivated will differ
depending on the type.

Players can trade to purchase goods, or opt to produce and sell goods. Trade routes can be automated or the player can manually
operate a trading vessel. Trading can be set at each player harbour.

Players may during mid to late game decide to acquire additional expansion potential by evicting one or more competitors by
force and taking over their islands.

Pirates will occassionaly be either a help or a hinderance depending on difficulty settings and diplomatic status.

Dawn of Discovery has a lot of depth and is a great time-waster. The game has a sense of progression and accomplishment and
will unlock features and rewards.

Dawn of Discovery is a highly addictive and fun to play game that comes highly recommended.

9 \/ 10. Best Call of Duty game out there. A wonderful squeal to Black Ops 3. It deserves game of the year award.

10/10. Fun, surreal thing.
I've not gotten far, because I keep accidentally deleting my save file -_-.

I don't know how to describe this other than "you're a cube, and you paint things colours you get from trees, sometimes you find
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randomly-generated emotions".

Get it, because yeah.
Also, it's been crashing for me (64-bit Debian Linux), so there's that. ..... Relaxing & Simple gameplay
+ Most perfect "Flat" Design
+ Perfect for Astronomy enthusiast
+ Easy Achievements

- Why too Short?
- the one "Circle" is annoying to search in Mirror object, better make it Two
- Sound too noisy

Hope another game like this but with Trading Cards
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